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Thou Were Innocent
 
Thou were innocent neither the guilty was I
Thou have gone early and I was left to weep
 
I stand near thy grave and sometimes cry
I've a belief that thou are there not to sleep
 
Whenever the winds of memories are there
I feel thy presence in the vicinity of the mine
 
And, I look for thee in every nook and corner
To say, whatever is mine will always be thine
 
Thou can call me aloud from wherever exist
Or say, are thou here, somewhere, nearby?
 
Just call me to show that love still persists
Hey! It has gone harder even to breathe a sigh
 
I know, thou will not find me to say a bye
I believe, thou are still here but didn't die
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If (A Fear)
 
If you were not along with me dear
The life would have been incomplete
I would have gone through the dark
And yes, I would have gone discrete
 
If you were not my passion and the will
The cart would have gone off the track
The nights of mine could have gone darker
My days could have gone completely black
 
If I was one who never saw the happiness
You offered me love and I make you believe
It's easy to leave it any time you wish
But it's my love that you can never leave
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Memory
 
There was nothing new in the pen of my mind
As an ink for a paper of space to write on
Though there are inscriptions of memories and not a blank
But it's a matter of fact that I've found the pages torn
 
Throughout the nights and each and every day of mine
I try to get peace within me all through the way
The dilemma is there and scores of questions exist
But it is also true that I have nothing to say
 
Where are you? Are you there up above the sky?
Just call me aloud or say that I can find you never
The colour of my life is none other than black
Life is seemed to go on and so I am here to cry forever
 
Dreaming and doodling that if I can get you ever
Destiny doesn't favour me for a destination of my choice
There are flames of memories only and oceans of tears
And for a bit of happiness, I have been paying a high price
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My Life Is Black
 
There is darkness
And I am alone
Memories are wandering
And getting me mourned
 
No ray of hope
That I can get
Where have you gone?
My life is black
 
Why don't you listen?
My words aired
Why don't you come back?
I am too feared
 
I have lost the Sun
And got this dark
Yes, I am punished
And memories are large
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The Almighty
 
With the eyes of the morning and the rays bright
Yes, from there it comes the beauty of light
The stars and the moons are created by Them
They complete the orders and everything is right
The waters to flow and the winds to blow
The universe is managed and gave us the sight
They gave us the weathers and gave us the soils
The earth is get danced to give days and nights
Yes, when life is too short to keep us laughing
Then why do we quarrel and why do we fight?
You must thank the Almighty for all His threads
Since we all are puppets and life is a kite
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Forget Me Not
 
Perhaps, it may be any other matter
Today, you aren't with me right here
May be, you were not on faith, my love
But, I'm still yours and faithful dear
With tears, urging you, not to think me wrong
Please, don't forget me, forget me not
 
It's better if you show me a no faith
And it is harsh if there is any hate
Have I an illusion of being loved by you?
But, want to keep it alive with me till I die
With tears, urging you not to go away beyond me
Please, don't forget me, forget me not
 
Still, I can see the calm of your grey eyes
And your fragrance with the beauty of smiles
My ears still ring with your voices and whispers
And the memory of yours will always be alive
With tears, urging you not to become the dreams of me
Please, don't forget me, forget me not
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Sorrow
 
From here, it is absolutely not easy to go back
And why am I to get and feel the sorrow deep?
But why did you keep your real face off then?
Now, why should I face your reality revealed?
 
The truth, the lie and in between of the both
Sometimes you seem mine and sometimes not
What should I think? and Where should I go?
I am not able to decide with this sorrow a lot
 
My dear, belief is love and love is to believe
Why don't you show that you believe in me?
Are you really there for me to care forever?
As I am here alone just to have you in me
 
Though you are with me all along the way
Then why am I not your importance prime?
To me, it does not seem transparent a love
Then why am I punished just for a no crime?
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Nominal Woman
 
Why should we be molested in the name of help?
Why should we be thought at the helpless ends?
Why is it so only with us in this immortal world?
Perhaps, we are the girl child and we are women
 
Someone praises the hair, the lips, and our beauty
For many others, we are lives and their true loves
We are in the names of mothers and sisters too
And we are sometimes placed only in brothels
 
Working with them we have so much stress here
Our hearts are broken and we are distressed here
But we struggle and rise to live a life and go ahead
We are phenomenal but now we are nominal here
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Life
 
From the day full of the fatigue and leaving of the doodling
Throughout the night you get a little more dreams scattered
And as you wake up with an opportunity each next morning
Yes, the bright Sun rises and the rays of hope are scattered
Every day you go through the clouds of dirt, dust and grit
And come back to the home just to say that you are done
To fulfill the needs of the two ends you sweat all the time
You exhaust to have this much and nothing more can be done
Why do you not understand the reality of relations and bonds?
Yes, happiness and sorrow are the two sides of the same life
It's a fact that to know the happiness you know the sorrow first
Then why should you cry every moment all through the life?
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I Am Forsaken All The Way
 
Beyond the reaches of my red eyes
Somewhere deep into the blue skies
And yes, I find myself exactly there
Whenever this broken heart flies
 
Yes, I have nothing more to lose
And there is nothing more to gain
Yes, just a cavity is left in my life
And I am lonely to feel the pain
 
Alas! A pain that you gifted me
In the name of love to live it long
How can I live it so long any more
As I know I am not that strong
 
Now, why and what should I think?
To whom and what should I say?
Alas! It is true that I have lost you
And yes, I am forsaken all the way
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From The Window Of My Room
 
From the window of my room
I see the green trees
Where birds are on branches
And insects on leaves
 
 
From the window of my room
I see the deep sky
Where clouds are of various colours
Seem taking sighs
 
 
From the window of my room
I see the whole world
Where people want to cheat each other
And everyone cries
 
 
From the window of my room
I see the inclined drops of rain
Saying the geometry of life
How a person borns and how one dies
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An All-Time Bye
 
You are near, you are far
It's too hard to forget you
Your fragrance is still here
It makes me alone without you
 
 
It seems so much stagnant
The broken heart of mine
And that turn that you took up
It's right there from that time
 
 
Wandering here and there
On the rough sands of shame
Waves carry the voices to me
Yes, from those extreme ends
 
 
Just memories and memories
Nothing to have more than those
Why do I feel you still in me?
And why do you still too close?
 
 
Passing high and passing low
The breeze is passing by
It memoirs me the broken faith
And I got an all-time bye
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I Was Always Bad
 
Yes, this could have done the other way too
Why did I lose you right in the meanwhile?
And in fact, the way that I got my heart broken
I couldn't understand it for a while
 
Smoother was the breeze and greener the grass
Where we met was a pretty and endless meadow
Time has passed you walked along with me there
Today, I find, there is nothing except my shadow
 
I run these eyes deep into the sky to find you
But memories are there to get you face-to-face
Suddenly a smile glitters as I recall you smiling
This is nothing but an illusion and a useless chase
 
But it would have done like this way too
Perhaps it would have happened like that
Why do I think in this way but not accept?
Yes, it was my attitude and I was always bad
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I Have To Leave
 
In the search for liberty and peace of mind
Many times I look back and try to rewind
But too much mess and destruction is there
There is nothing new to feel that I can find
 
Dust of memories covered all of the skies
Oceans of tears running out of my eyes
Tides of thoughts often dance high and low
And it is the faith only that always cries
 
Just for you, still consistent, try and pray
As I have found my world in your eyes grey
So without you, there is nothing alive in me
I am waiting from you for mercy anyway
 
May God bless me with all of your griefs
Bless you, every night deep and sound sleeps
Yes, I would be happy to have you smiling
And it doesn't matter if I have to leave
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I Am Here, Here I Am
 
I am to understand the colours of life
Some filled with joy
And some filled with sorrow
My dear friend, please!
Let the light come to glow your face
And don't keep me in the differences of religions
Or in a race
See, I am just for you and waiting for a long time
Where are you?
Just come back to me
I am here, here I am
 
Don't you remember those golden days
Those were tears in my eyes
And sometimes the glare
My dear friend, please!
Let the cheers come to your lovely lips
And don't keep me forsaken
Or a part, of a broken faith
As I am just for you and waiting for a long time
Where are you?
Just come back to me
I am here, here I am
 
What about those skies going infinite
There stars do twinkle
And everywhere there is light
My dear friend, please!
Let me become the dark to get you star
And don't leave me away from you
Say, If a star is indifferent from a dark?
Thus I am just for you and waiting for a long a time
Where are you?
Just come back to me
I am here, here I am
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Keep Dancing With The Moon
 
Yes, from the dawn of a day to the eve
My friend, it's not that hard to believe
The sweat rests on my shoulders and neck
And it's all the time just to give me a feel
 
A feel of the Sun when the Sun shines hard
You try your level best to get you far
Hey! My little friend, it's all your fate
But it's true too to make you a star
 
Hey! Open the door there comes the light
Let the rays come in as its Moon-lit night
The bright Moon smiles as you look at him
To give you a message for becoming bright
 
A way you get happy and the other you gloom
You get fatigued after a very hard-working noon
The invasion of the eve is like her long black hair
And sometimes you keep dancing with the Moon
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